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1. Introduction

Mental disorder, which ranges in prevalence from 4.3 to 26.4% a year worldwide, is a critical healthcare issue (Demyttenaere et al., 2004). It is a leading cause of morbidity. Its cost and impact on productivity and on individual and family quality of life are substantial. It is associated with greater stigmatization of individuals, family burden, and a range of risk factors (for example, poverty, social isolation, criminal behavior, tobacco use, suicide attempts). Along with addiction, it is a major cause of work absenteeism and accounts for more lost work days in Canada than physical ailments (Kirby, 2006). Given the longstanding impact of mental disorder, the World Health Organization (WHO, 1978; 2001; 2008), emulated by countries such as Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and Canada (Smith, 2009), has advocated primary care reinforcement as a leading priority in mental healthcare. Primary care is defined as “the provision of first contact, person-focused, ongoing care over time that meets the health-related needs of individuals, referring only those too uncommon to maintain competence, and coordinated care when individuals receive services at other levels of care” (Starfield, 2008, p. 5). Usually, mental disorders that are considered to be managed in primary care are well-defined disorders, for which there are effective pharmacological and psychological treatments (Bower, 2002).

Robust primary care systems are deemed to achieve better organizational and patient outcomes (Starfield et al., 2005). Compared to specialized care, they are considered to be more accessible, less stigmatizing, and more comprehensive since they manage physical problems along with mental disorder (Rothman & Wagner, 2003). Studies report that most patients with chronic conditions prefer receiving services in primary care if the quality of services is perceived as good (Upshur & Weinreb, 2008). According to Heymans (2005), primary healthcare should handle 90% of health problems. As the main entry and service point for primary healthcare (Bambling et al., 2007), general practitioners constitute the cornerstone of the system. Every year, an estimated 75 to 80% of the general population consult a general practitioner (Nabalamba & Millar, 2007), with up to a third of these visits for a mental disorder (Rockman et al., 2004). General practitioners see more patients with mental disorders than psychiatrists do. In Canada, about 10% of the population seek mental healthcare yearly: 45% of these patients consult a general practitioners; and 25%, other healthcare practitioners (Lesage et al., 2006).

General practitioners’ ability to detect, diagnose, and treat patients with mental disorder adequately, however, is often considered unsatisfactory (Walters et al., 2008; Upshur and
Weinreb, 2008). A comparison of research interview results reveals that 30 to 70% of mental disorders in general practitioners’ patients go undetected (Walters et al., 2008). However, according to longitudinal studies, after three years, only 14% of patients with depression or anxiety remained unrecognized. The literature underscores the importance of early intervention in the onset of mental disorder for better prognosis (Reavley & Jorm, 2010). Unfortunately, the time to initial treatment contact following the onset of symptoms is generally quite long. It is estimated to range from 6 to 8 years for mood disorders and from 9 to 23 years for anxiety disorders (Wang et al., 2005a). However, compared to specialized care, it is pointed out that detection and diagnosis in primary care are more complex, concurrent disorders of physical and substance abuse being highly associated with mental disorder, and patients present with discrete illnesses and early symptoms that they themselves do not necessarily recognize (Walters et al., 2008). In addition, as general practitioner consultations last in general only few minutes, detection and diagnosis are more difficult to perform, compared to specialized care (Tyrer, 2009).

As regards treatment when mental disorder is diagnosed, Wang and colleagues (2007), comparing 10 high-income countries involved in the WHO Mental Health Survey Initiative, have provided estimates of minimum adequacy standards ranging from 18 to 42% among patients receiving treatment for anxiety, mood, and substance disorders. For depression, Mykletun and colleagues (2010) evaluated that less than 30% of patients receive proper treatment. In the province of Quebec in Canada, a recent study estimated that 54% of patients diagnosed with major depression and covered by the public drug insurance plan stop taking their medication before six months, in spite of best-treatment guidelines (Conseil du médicament, 2011) that recommend taking them at least for eight months. Moreover, only 31% of these patients consult their general practitioners at least eight times, wherever guidelines prescribed a minimum of ten visits (Conseil du médicament, 2011). In a similar study in the Netherlands (Seekles et al., 2009), about 30% of patients stopped using antidepressant medication within the first month of treatment, while 40% reached the recommended therapeutic dosage of the antidepressant drug.

In addition, a number of studies have revealed instances of fragmentation and duplication of services or major gaps in the range of mental healthcare systems, resulting in inefficient provision of care, and in preventable emergency-room visits or hospitalizations (Bachrach, 1996; Provan & Milward, 1995). The lack of integration between primary and specialized care, and of interdisciplinary collaboration has also received repeated mention in the literature (Fleury, 2006). Globally, the primary healthcare system has “often been viewed as poor care for poor people” (Desjardins, 2011, p. 10). Therefore, to help general practitioners manage patients with mental disorders more effectively, great efforts have been made, particularly in the past decade, to develop models of integrated care and best practices in the field of primary mental healthcare services.

On the basis of an international literature review of primary mental healthcare and two research projects focusing on general practitioner management of patients with mental disorder in Quebec, this chapter examines patient profiles in primary mental healthcare, determinants of service utilization of these patients, and primary mental healthcare reforms with a spotlight on best practices. The research projects are designed to describe the clinical and collaborative role of general practitioners in mental healthcare, uncover enabling and hindering factors associated with the management of patients with mental disorder, and cast light on general practitioners’ strategies and recommendations to improve patient management. The Quebec/Canada public mental healthcare system offers an interesting
setting for exploration of these topics. It has undergone significant transformation over the years in efforts to reinforce primary mental healthcare and integrated care; however, the quality of Canada’s primary healthcare system and ease of accessibility rank poorly compared to international best practices (Katz et al., 2009). As a result, improvement is needed. As increasing attention worldwide is devoted to the development of optimal integrated models of primary care, this chapter makes a contribution to the discussion surrounding service planning in the field of mental healthcare. It also considers the most effective components and strategies for enhancing care collaboration and integration. While it focuses on research in a specific context (Quebec/Canada), this chapter is of wide-ranging interest and relevance since primary mental healthcare in most industrialized countries (including the United Kingdom, Australia, Ireland, and the United States) share similar reform objectives and organizational and practice features (Gask et al., 2008).

2. Methods

2.1 Study population and data collection
This chapter is based on a major literature review on primary mental healthcare, including both epidemiological and organizational research initiatives. General practitioner data from Quebec presented in this chapter were sourced from two studies. The first study (conducted using a cross-sectional design) targeted all general practitioners from nine Quebec local healthcare networks in five administrative healthcare regions (Quebec features 18 regions and 95 local networks), corresponding to 20% of the general practitioner population in the province. Quebec is the second most populated province in Canada, with about 7.9 million inhabitants (23% of the Canadian population). The province is home to 7,199 equivalent full-time general practitioners (1 GP per 1,041 inhabitants) (Savard & Rodrigue, 2007). In Quebec, local healthcare networks constitute the core of the healthcare system, where providers combine primary and specialized care services to ensure a comprehensive care spectrum (Fleury, 2006). The local healthcare networks selected for this study represent urban, semi-urban, and rural areas; some of these networks include university-affiliated psychiatric facilities. They encompass diversified work settings for general practitioners: solo private clinics; group private clinics; walk-in clinics; community care centers; family medicine groups; network clinics; and hospital centers (acute, psychiatric, or long-term). Family medicine groups correspond to a primary care setting where patients are registered with general practitioners (n= 8 to 10 equivalent full time), and where nurses work closely with general practitioners; nurses are responsible for patient screening, follow-up, and referral. Network clinics (n= 10 or more general practitioners equivalent full time) are similar, but patients are not registered with general practitioners and nurses act mainly as liaison agents, coordinating services between organizations. In community care centers, interdisciplinary teams are onsite.

To select the study sample, a list of all general practitioners in the nine local healthcare networks was provided by the Quebec Federation of General Practitioners (FMOQ), which represents all Quebec general practitioners. Every general practitioner in these local healthcare networks (n=1,415) was asked to participate in the study. The survey was mailed from September 2005 to February 2007. The Quebec public register for all general practitioner medical acts (Régie de l’assurance maladie du Québec (RAMQ) database, 2006) was also analyzed to compare the study’s sample with the general practitioner population of Quebec as a whole wherever possible for the purpose of data validation (for example, gender, age, types of
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The second study arose from the first. Out of the general practitioners who participated in the initial research initiative, 60 physicians (12 per region) were selected for qualitative investigation in efforts to enhance understanding of mental disorder management. Recruitment took place from April 2009 to March 2010. A 27-item questionnaire and interview guide were used. Both instruments were tested on three general practitioners not included in the final sample. The questionnaire, a shorter version of the survey used in the previous research project, covered four dimensions: (1) general practitioners’ socio-demographic profile and practice location; (2) continuing medical education; (3) clinical practice features and profile of patients with mental disorder; and (4) comfort level in managing patients with mental disorder. It included categorical or continuous items, with some 5 or 10-point Likert Scale questions. It was self-administered and required 10 minutes to complete. Development of the interview guide was based on a literature review of primary care and the previous research project. The guide included three sections, relating to general practitioners’: (1) clinical practice; (2) relationships with mental healthcare networks, evaluation of availability of mental healthcare resources in their territory, and views on healthcare reform; and (3) needs for support and collaboration and ideal practice models for treating mental disorder. Seventy-minute interviews were conducted (25% face-to-face and 75% by phone), recorded, and transcribed (with respondents’ anonymity respected throughout). All participants from both studies signed a consent form approved by the research ethics board at the Douglas University Institute of Mental Health.

2.2 Data analysis
Quantitative and qualitative analyses were carried out. Quantitative investigation involved descriptive and inferential statistics, computed with SPSS Statistics 17.0. Analyses are well described in other publications (Fleury et al., 2008; 2009; 2010a). As for qualitative data (the second study), transcripts were read by the research team and subsequently coded using NVivo 8. The codes were derived from the primary-care literature on themes in the interview guide. Transcript analysis generated new codes. The researchers ensured coding accuracy and refined the interpretation of results. Data analysis also involved the reduction and synthesis of information. Reports integrating quantitative and qualitative data were produced to summarize pertinent results, which were read and discussed by all researchers. In addition, a second-step analysis was performed using data associated with general practitioners’ main practice settings (where general practitioners spent most of their work hours), for example, solo private clinics, community care centers, and so on. Data-grouping permitted comparison of general practitioner collaborative practices with respect to their main settings. Wherever pertinent, data analysis also compared general practitioners’ collaboration strategy for patients diagnosed with common mental disorder (for example, anxiety, depression) and patients with serious disorders (schizophrenia, bipolar disorder) with or without concomitant disorders (for example, physical problems, substance abuse).

3. Contextual background
3.1 Profiles of patients with mental disorders
The concept of mental health is usually considered in terms of an ecological model that includes, beyond the illness, individuals’ adjustment within their communities, the state of
Their well-being, and their self-fulfillment (empowerment). This conception leads to interventions that are not only medical but also psycho-social (for example, psychotherapy, psycho-education and rehabilitation). Mental disorder, for its part, is defined as “clinically significant conditions characterized by alterations in thinking, mood (emotions) or behavior associated with personal distress and/or impaired functioning” (WHO, 2001, p. 21). Mental disorder is generally classified as “common or moderate” or “severe.” Generally, common mental disorders are viewed as the main focus of primary mental healthcare (Bower & Gilbody, 2005).

The major common mental disorders are mood disorders and anxiety disorders. One of the most widespread mood disorders is major depression. Alcohol use is also quite common. According to the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS), the incidence of major depression for a given year is 4.5%, and for mood disorders as a whole 4.9% (Statistics Canada, 2002). International surveys suggest, however, that the incidence of mood disorders, for a given year, is estimated at 9.5% in the United States (Kessler et al., 2005), 8.5% in France, 6.9% in Netherlands, and only 3.6% in Germany, for instance (Demyttenaere et al., 2004). According to the CCHS, the incidence of anxiety disorders in a given year was 1.6% for panic disorders, 0.7% for agoraphobia, and 3.0% for social anxiety disorders, and 4.7% as a whole (Statistics Canada, 2002). International surveys suggest that the overall incidence of anxiety disorders is 18.1% yearly in the United States (Kessler et al., 2005), 12% in France, 8.8% in Netherlands, and 6.2% in Germany (Demyttenaere et al, 2004). In the Epidemiological Catchment Area Study (Regier et al., 1990), the lifetime incidence for alcohol and drug abuse in the population was evaluated at 17%. The CCHS reported that an estimated 4.6 to 1.9% of the Quebec population experience mild to serious alcohol consumption problems yearly (Statistics Canada, 2002).

The most prevalent serious mental disorders are schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and delirious disorder. Patients with serious mental disorder usually differ substantially from patients with common mental disorder. Serious mental disorder patients (2 to 3% of the population) are generally unemployed and need considerable help in many biopsychosocial domains on a long-term basis (Nelson, 2006). Patients with common mental disorders are generally employed (or on sick leave when ill); their problems are often less disabling though they may be recurrent, relapse or become chronic. In a systematic needs-assessment literature review (Joska & Flisher, 2005), patients with mental disorder are reported to experience between 3.3 and 8.6 needs, depending on their mental disorder profile; patients with less severe diagnostics usually have fewer needs than patients with mild or moderate mental disorder. Psychotic symptoms, company, daytime activities and psychological distress are usually the domains with the highest incidence of needs (Hansson et al., 2001). Unmet needs are more predominant in needs domains related to interpersonal relations like company, intimate relationships, and sexual expression (Middelboe et al., 2001).

The incidence of mental disorder is higher among adults (aged 18 to 64). However, the first manifestations of mental disorder often occur in adolescence and early adulthood. According to the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS), 47.9% of adults from 45 to 64 years, and 34.1% of seniors have indicated that their mental disorder appeared before the age of 25 (Government of Canada, 2006). On average, common mental disorder is more widespread among women than men. Depression and anxiety in particular are more prevalent among women. However, addictions and antisocial personality disorders are more common among men. Serious mental disorders, like schizophrenia, are as frequent in men as in women, but men usually develop this mental disorder earlier than women.
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(Mueser & McGurk, 2004). Moreover, a significant proportion of the population is affected by more than one mental disorder (particularly concurrent anxiety and depressive disorders). In a study by Kessler and colleagues (2005), out of an overall incidence of 26.2% for mental disorder in a given year, 14.4% of the sample had a single mental disorder, 5.8% had two types of mental disorder, and 6.0% had at least three types of mental disorder. The recurring nature of mental disorder makes managing these problems more complex. Lloyd and colleagues (1996) followed a cohort of patients with mental disorder treated in general practice: they noted that after 11 years 54% still had specific problems and 37% had had other episodes of illnesses likely associated with chronic mental disorder. It has also been reported that more than 75% of patients with depression relapse or experience recurrence (Howell et al. 2008); this finding substantiates the relevance of close monitoring and long-term approaches to care.

The magnitude of co-morbid conditions associated with mental disorders (more frequent with increasing age) is very high. The combination of concurrent problems can result in a more negative prognosis and make it less likely that a person will stick to a particular medical regimen. For example, according to the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS), 66% of Canadians suffering from depression in the past 12 months also present at least one chronic condition (Schmitz et al., 2007). The most common physical concurrent problems related with mental disorder are cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, and lung diseases, diabetes, and neurological disorders (for example, Parkinson’s disease or epilepsy) (Jones et al., 2004). Concurrent substance abuse problems were also found in about 15 to 50% of individuals with serious mental disorder, especially bipolar disorder (Skinner et al., 2004). Nearly 60% of homeless individuals (Weinreb et al., 2005) and from 15 to 35% of individuals with intellectual disabilities may also suffer from mental disorder (Ministère de la Santé et des Services sociaux du Québec, 2006). In addition, suicide is from 10 to 20% more prevalent in individuals who have schizophrenia or who have had depression or an anxiety disorder (Statistics Canada, 2002).

It is worth noting that the incidence of mental disorder may vary significantly from one study to another, depending on the country where the survey was conducted, types of mental disorder included in the survey (for instance, most serious disorders and personality disorders are not included), measurement instruments employed (survey, database or administrative records), and types of population studied (general population or clinical sample). DSM-IV and ICD-10 are the most widely used diagnostic systems. As regards anxiety disorders, Kessler and colleagues (2010, p. 31) have suggested that “the current DSM and ICD definitions might substantially under-estimate the proportion of the population with a clinically-significant anxiety condition.” Finally, although diagnosis is an important factor for service planning, a more comprehensive view of individuals is necessary to establish appropriate service offerings (for example, social support, socioeconomic profile, and history of illness).

3.2 Determinants of service utilization of patient with mental disorders

In general, mental health service utilization is most closely associated with needs-related factors, such as having the following diagnoses: schizophrenia (Leaf et al., 1985); major depression (Leaf et al., 1985); anxiety disorders (Leaf et al., 1985); antisocial behavior (Leaf et al., 1985); and maternal history of mental disorder (Mojsbabi et al., 2002). Previous studies have reported that severe mental disorder cases were associated with more intensive service utilization than mildly severe or moderate cases (Tempier et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2007).
Number of diagnoses or needs and concurrent disorders are positively associated with higher service utilization. Individuals with concurrent mental disorder and substance abuse usually reported the highest utilization rates, and the least favorable self-perception/assessment of good health (Rush et al., 20010). Substance abuse alone is related to very low service utilization (Tempier et al., 2009). Attitudes and beliefs regarding mental disorder and treatment also play a role in service utilization. High rates of health service use have been found among individuals who consider their mental health to be poor (Leaf et al., 1985). Generally, the more serious the mental disorder diagnosis and its symptoms are and the greater the number of serious needs and co-morbid health conditions, the greater is the use of services and the poorer the prognosis.

Socio-demographic factors are also closely related to service utilization. Age, gender, marital status, education, country of birth, and race/ethnicity are important determinants of service utilization among individuals with mental disorder. Several studies have found that younger (18 to 24) and older (65 and up) individuals are less likely to use services than participants aged 25 to 64 (Wang et al., 2005a; Kessler et al., 2001). Females are the most frequent users of health services, principally of general practitioners; men are more likely to seek specialized services (Vasiliadis et al., 2007; Carr et al., 2003; Narrow et al., 2000). Generally, studies have found that persons who were previously or currently married used services more often than bachelors (Vasiliadis et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2005b; Bebbington et al., 2000; Parslow & Jorm, 2000). Individuals with more education (Vasiliadis et al., 2007; Leaf et al., 1985) also use health services significantly more often than less well-educated persons, despite the higher incidence of mental disorder among the latter (Olfson et al., 2002). Individuals with more elevated socio-economic status tend to use specialized services more assiduously, particularly psychiatric and psychological care, even among individuals with comparable insurance coverage (Wang et al., 2000; Hendryx & Ahern, 2001; Alegria et al., 2000). With regard to country of birth, race, and ethnicity, studies found that Caucasians are more likely to use health services than Blacks or immigrants (Vasiliadis et al., 2007; Hatzenbuehler et al., 2008; Keyes et al., 2008).

Professional and social support (including family and friends) also plays a role (Lemming & Calsyn, 2004; Bonin et al., 2007). Social support can be positively or negatively associated with service utilization for mental healthcare reasons (Carr et al., 2003; Pescosolido et al., 1998; Albert et al., 1998). Some social networks help individuals to recognize their problems and seek aid from health providers; other networks tend not to encourage members to seek help, thereby constituting a barrier to accessibility (Howard et al., 1996). Perceived barriers to accessibility to care are negatively associated with service utilization (Leaf et al., 1985). Access to a regular source of medical care (or continuity of care) is positively associated with service utilization (Leaf et al., 1985). Compared to users of primary care only, individuals who sought both primary and specialized care for a mental disorder presented more mental disorders and lower quality of life. Individuals using only specialized healthcare received significantly less social support than persons using primary care exclusively and lived in neighborhoods with a high proportion of rental housing (Fleury et al., 2011). Generally, a positive response to pharmacotherapy, compliance with drug treatment, low number of acute-care hospitalizations, and satisfactory outpatient services play a central role in the patient recovery process (Casper & Donaldson, 1990; Breier et al., 1991; Korkeila et al., 1998). Lastly, failure to seek treatment or abandoning treatment is often explained by the belief that a mental health disorder will resolve on its own and by the fear of being stigmatized (Fournier et al., 2007). Denial of illness is also very frequent among heavy users of
mental healthcare services, which impedes their recovery (Kent et al., 1995; Kent & Yellowlees, 1995).

### 3.3 Mental health primary care reforms and best practices

In Canada (including Quebec), as in other industrialized countries, major reforms are underway to reinforce primary care and collaboration among providers. Led by the Government of Canada with the *Health Transition Funds*, major grants were distributed between 2000 and 2006 to support primary healthcare transformation at the provincial level (Bergman, 2007) as health and social services are a provincial jurisdiction in Canada. In 1997, the College of Family Physicians of Canada and the Canadian Psychiatric Association produced a joint position paper on shared mental healthcare in Canada (Kates et al., 1997). These initiatives encouraged reform within the primary mental healthcare system. In Canada, as in other countries such as the United Kingdom and Australia, strengthening primary mental healthcare and integration between providers are key issues (Bosco, 2005).

Mental primary healthcare reforms are designed to improve access, continuity and quality of care, and the management of mental disorder. Reforms target general practitioners’ modes of practice and payment. General practitioners are increasingly encouraged to work in group practice and multidisciplinary settings. In Canada, 60% of general practitioners work in private physician-run clinics, and a minority (8.3%) in public governance models such as community care centers (College of Family Physicians of Canada, 2004); 23% work in solo practice, 51% in group practices, and 24% in multidisciplinary team practices (College of Family Physicians of Canada, 2008). In 2007, about 39% of Canadians 18 and over said they had access to an interdisciplinary team of primary care providers (Khan et al., 2008). A large number of general practitioners in Canada and the U.S. are deserting primary care; in addition, recruitment in family medicine school is more difficult than in other countries. About 40% of general practitioners work partly in hospitals, and the same proportion in walk-in clinics (College of Family Physicians of Canada, 2004). In Quebec, this situation has produced a considerable impact. Close to 25% of the population in the province lack a family physician; accordingly, patient volume at walk-in clinics is high. One study (Haggerty et al., 2004) estimated that walk-in clinics were a regular source of care for 60% of patients in some regions of Quebec. However, there is worldwide upswing in the number of general practitioners working in group and multidisciplinary settings or public governance models (McAvoy & Coster, 2005; Bourgueil et al., 2007).

In current primary care reforms, patient rostering is also promoted. Financial incentives are geared toward patient rostering, but also toward targeted disease detection rates and patient outcomes (as in the United Kingdom) or the management of patient with complex or severe illnesses who are rostered (as in Quebec and Ontario). In opposition to fees for services, other payment structures such as salary, hourly fees or mixed compensation modes are also actively encouraged, especially for the management of complex or chronic care patients (the United Kingdom, Spain, and Italy have developed these models). In Canada (similarly to the United States, France and Germany), general practitioners are paid mainly through fees for services (about 73%), but also partly through salary in community care centers or an hourly fee in hospitals. Over the years, in Canada the number of general practitioners working outside fees for services has increased; this also seems to be a trend at the international level (Simonet, 2009).

Well-designed reform of primary mental healthcare embraces the full continuum of care, focusing on comprehensive patient needs and better integration between providers. Access
to increasingly systematic and proactive psychosocial follow-up services, psychotherapy (especially cognitive behavioral therapy), and patient self-management are central developments within current reforms. Incentives promoting implementation of best practices and innovations are also in place. Specifically, in order to help general practitioners manage patients with mental disorder more effectively, efforts are being made to develop approaches, instruments or guidelines, and collaborative care models with demonstrated efficacy. Models of optimally effective mental healthcare encompass a broad range of management and clinical tools, including: stepped care, shared care, case management, patient self-management, psychometric diagnostic tools for increasing screening, clinical protocols or evidence-based treatment guidelines, continuous education, and computerized management systems (Craven & Bland, 2006). They are part of coherent integrated organizational models such as the chronic care model, integrated service networks or patient-centered medical home approaches. These care models acknowledge the considerable interdependence among providers. Optimally effective integrated care models are also supported by major government mental healthcare policy initiatives (Smith, 2009).

Overall, compared with services as usual, coherent and integrated care models encompassing multimodal strategies have demonstrated better clinical outcomes, more efficient use of resources, and enhanced patient experience of seeking and receiving care, especially in the case of patients with chronic or complex problems such as major depression (Kates et al., 2011; Katon et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2007; Smith 2009). The availability of evidence varies according to the models or strategies studied (for example, shared care, clinical protocols) and types of clientele (severe depression being the illness mainly studied in primary mental healthcare). Generally, the quantity and quality of evidence is limited in most models and strategies. It is unclear which patient profiles as targeted by reform would lead to the best income; therefore, more research is required (Walters et al., 2008). In addition, even if major progress has been realized in the past decade, most of the models or multimodal strategies cited above are in the early stage of implementation, as is the case in Canada and Quebec (Kates et al., 2011; Pawlenko, 2005). According to Walters and colleagues (2008), the challenge ahead is to define which component of complex multimodal interventions are important and for which patient profiles and determine how well they can be incorporated into different primary care integrated models.

Integrated care models or multimodal strategies are not incompatible with one another and can easily be combined. They illustrate approaches and strategies designed to: (1) improve general practitioners’ ability to manage mental disorder, including patient self-management support; (2) reinforce support and coordination between general practitioners and specialized care professionals; (3) extend biopsychosocial services through greater collaboration with psychosocial teams and more services supplied in the community (on an outpatient basis); (4) transfer patients to specialized care during crisis periods with subsequent follow-up by a general practitioner and other psychosocial practitioners in the community as needed; or (5) organize overall care network more efficiently for improved healthcare provision, efficiency, and outcomes.

One of the best-known models, extensively studied and increasingly implemented for several illnesses (for example, hypertension, congestive heart failure, diabetes, and depression) is the chronic care model (Wagner et al., 2001). With its focus on improving general practitioners’ clinical practice and team collaboration, the chronic care model also encompasses holistic care. It revolves around: (1) organization of services and delivery; (2)
patient self-management support; (3) clinical decision support; (4) clinical information systems development; (5) use of community resources; and (6) community-inclusive healthcare organization (Bodenheimer et al., 2002). Contrary to the chronic care model, integrated service networks (also known as organized delivery systems, integrated delivery systems, and disease management) focuses on the organization of the full network of care spectrum for patients needs, including coordination of the functional or administrative, clinical and medical components of the care process (Fleury, 2006). Integrated service networks are defined as a set of autonomous organizations that distribute a continuum of coordinated services to a defined population (Shortell et al., 1994). These organizations are held financially and clinically accountable for achieving efficient results and improving the health and well-being of the population they serve. Integrated service networks are based on an acknowledgment of considerable interdependence among players and organizations, usually developed in local settings (for the purposes of feasibility). As for the patient-centered medical home approach, it is designed to provide comprehensive primary care services for patients. It was first applied to children with special healthcare needs, but has since been extended to adults as well. It focuses on the general practitioner-patient relationship (including, when appropriate, the patient’s family), patient rostering, continuity, and access to care (Cruickshank, 2010). This approach emphasizes the right of patients to be managed by a general practitioner who acts as a coordinator of a multidisciplinary team of healthcare professionals (a challenge in settings where there is a shortage of general practitioners). Leading physician groups in the United States and Canada have endorsed this model as a means of improving primary healthcare (College of Family Physicians of Canada, 2009). Compared with integrated service networks (which focus on the macro level) and the chronic care model (meso level), the patient-centered medical home approach targets the micro level of care.

Stepped care implies a progression from light to intensive treatment or to low-cost community-based treatment before high-cost institutional or specialized services according to patient need profiles (Seekles et al., 2009). The selection of treatment steps depends on patient profiles (for example, the severity of patients’ illness, their socio-demographic characteristics, and social support). Stepped care simplifies the patients’ care pathways, promotes their active engagement toward recovery and prevention of relapse, and uses limited resources to the greatest effect for a population-wide level of care. Treatments are monitored systematically; if they do not lead to adequate results, stepping-up is recommended. Stepped care is particularly relevant for minor disorders, without adverse consequences, and when a set of treatment alternatives coexist. In such cases, it initially relies on less expensive interventions such as self-help approaches, bibliotherapy, computerized treatments, including lifestyle changes, problem-solving, psycho-education, and motivational interviewing. When combined with previous interventions, minimal telephone follow-up for assistance in attainment of or adherence to medication is usually perceived to be more effective. If needed (as ulterior steps), brief individual or group therapy may be required, usually based on cognitive behavioral therapy (Walters et al., 2008) or more extensive and specialized care. For instance, the best-practice treatment recommendation for depression in use at the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE, United Kingdom) includes five treatment steps (Tylee, 2006). In Step 1, patients with mild depression are fully managed by general practitioners (early detection is also greatly encouraged). In Step 5, patients with severe depression presenting risk of dangerousness or suicide are managed by a specialized psychiatric care team.
Shared care involves coordination among general practitioners, psychiatrists, mental healthcare resources, and the voluntary sector (for example, food bank, self-support groups). In its early implementation stage, it focused primarily on general practitioners and psychiatrist collaborations. Now, it has been extended to psychosocial mental healthcare professionals (including the voluntary sector) and is referred to increasingly as “collaborative care” (Kisely & Campbell, 2007; Kates et al., 2011). Several taxonomies of shared-care models coexist. The most commonly cited are the shifted outpatient, community consultation-liaison, and attachment models (Craven & Bland, 2006). The shifted outpatient scheme, which has been broadly implemented, involves general practitioners remaining in their practices and referring patients to psychiatric teams in outpatient clinics. The two other models have been less extensively deployed. In community consultation-liaison, psychiatric consultations are provided to general practitioners to help them manage difficult patients or advise them on best practices. The attachment scheme is built on the previous model and involves part-time psychiatrists and psychosocial mental health professionals assigned to general practitioners’ clinics. In Bower and Gilbody (2005), another interesting model of “quality improvement in primary care mental health” is presented with two components related to shared care: consultation-liaison and collaborative care. The former includes strategies designed to improve general practitioners’ training in mental healthcare and referral to specialized care when needed (minority of cases); here, training is provided by mental healthcare specialists. The latter is built on the previous component and features the addition of case managers who liaise with general practitioners and mental healthcare specialists. Overall, the different models of shared care developed to date vary with regard to the intensity of assistance provided to general practitioners by psychiatrists and other psychosocial mental healthcare professionals. Best models depend on the context (for example, practice settings, network organization of care) and patient profiles. Shared-care component models can include the following: (1) informal care support for general practitioners by psychiatrists; (2) “specialized mental health general practitioners” – i.e., general practitioners are both trained in physical medicine and psychiatry; (3) formal and more rapid referral process and efficient telephone support from psychiatrists; and (4) onsite mental healthcare specialists into the general practitioners’ surgeries, which imply general practitioners’ consultations with mental healthcare specialists (psychiatrists or other psychosocial professionals such as case managers), patients’ consultations with psychiatrists or both general practitioners and psychiatrists, and linking patients with case managers, including follow-up with a general practitioner (Morden et al., 2009).

As the mental healthcare literature reveals, a key feature of shared-care models is the increasingly important role played by case managers, a source of systematic and proactive psychosocial follow-up, which involves screening, patient psycho-education, subsequent treatment (including drug adherence), and patient self-management techniques. Assigning case managers to patients with mental disorder has been advocated as a means of reducing hospital admissions, promoting community-based care, and enhancing patient quality of life (Fitzpatrick et al., 2004). According to Fleury and colleagues (2010b), the presence of a case manager was the most significant variable associated with the use of primary care services by individuals with serious mental disorder (mainly schizophrenia). Case managers (offering personalized follow-up arrangements) are increasingly called on to play a major role in connecting patients with services in appropriate and cost-effective ways to fulfill patient needs at, increasingly, the offices of general practitioners.
Another development in current mental healthcare reforms is the reinforcement of access to psychotherapy as an alternative to drug treatment or a form of complementary care designed to meet the comprehensive needs of patients. Some patients have strong resistance to psychopharmacological treatment (for example, fear for stigmatization, side effects or dependency), particularly when drugs are taken for a long period (Howell et al., 2008). The use of psychotherapy compared to medication is also found to be more effective in the long term; however, the latter results in more rapid patient recovery (Howell et al., 2008). When compared to practices in several developed countries such as Australia, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and other nations in Europe (Hakkaart-van Roijen et al., 2006), non-pharmacological treatment in primary care Canada for common mental disorder is more limited (Myrrh & Payne, 2006). In 2001, approximately 80% of consultations with psychologists were within the private system, with a proportion of costs covered by private insurance or out-of-pocket spending (Moulding et al., 2009). In Quebec, however, psychosocial services have been considerably reinforced in community care centers for the management of common mental disorder. The reform launched in 2005 was designed to develop a mental healthcare team of 20 full-time psychosocial professionals along with two general practitioners assigned to each team for a total population of 80,000 adult patients. Over the past decade, major initiatives have been undertaken in Australia (Outcomes in Mental Health Care Program, 2001; Better Access, 2006, as cited in Howell et al., 2008) and the United Kingdom (Improving Access for Psychological Therapies program, 2007, as cited in Clark et al., 2009) to provide people who suffer from mental disorder with more streamlined access to psychotherapy as an alternative or complement to pharmacological treatment. In the United Kingdom, close to 10,000 new therapists have been assigned to operate the mental healthcare system, under the close supervision of psychologists and psychiatrists (Mykletun et al., 2010). As part of these initiatives, improving mental healthcare training (for general practitioners and psychosocial professionals especially in the area of cognitive behavioral therapy) and collaboration between practitioners were key reform features. Recent studies show that enhanced access to psychosocial care in the treatment of mental disorder and closer cooperation among general practitioners and psychologists resulted in improved patient care, positive patient outcomes, and greater satisfaction among general practitioners, without increasing healthcare costs (Clark et al., 2009; Layard et al., 2007; Chomienne et al., 2010).

In all aforementioned models or strategies of current primary mental healthcare reform, patient self-management is a key orientation. It is a core component of the chronic-care model, the patient-centered medical home approach, stepped care, and psychosocial intervention. In the Canadian province of British Columbia, for example, 700 general practitioners were recently trained to apply this approach in their practice (Bilsker, 2010). Patient self-management includes self-help materials, bibliotherapy, and interactive web programs based on psychological treatment. It aims to provide information on diseases and treatment options, but also on practices designed to foster lifestyle changes, effective problem-solving, and improvement-oriented motivational behavior. It enhances participation in care process and patient empowerment. Increasingly, research underscores the importance of patient choice and engagement in improving treatment outcomes (Kisely & Campbell, 2007). Patient self-management is also perceived to be cost-effective; it can be easily implemented at a population-wide level, targeting mild and early cases of mental disorder. It is proving increasingly effective; however, more research is needed. It can be promoted as a first step in the care of patients with mild mental disorder or encouraged as a treatment strategy in a comprehensive care package for more complex cases.
At last, other strategies worth mentioning for reforming the primary mental healthcare system are evidence-based treatment guidelines or screening tools, continuous education, and computerized management systems. Since the 1990s, there has been an increase in the number of clinical guidelines. While many efforts have been made to standardize and promote best clinical practices, studies generally reveal the difficulty of implementing them in actual practice settings, the low rates of treatment adherence, and the slight (if any) improvement in patient outcomes produced by both guidelines and screening tools (Collins et al., 2006; Walters et al., 2008; Seekles et al., 2009). Inadequate implementation is partly explained by the fact that such intervention does not always closely correspond to the problems faced by general practitioners (van Rijswijk et al., 2009). Walter and colleagues (2008) have suggested reserving screening tools to high-risk groups (for example, patients with chronic physical illness, unemployed or experiencing bereavement). Since the production of guidelines has resulted in a great of duplication of efforts, a new trend has developed, namely, to adopt gold standard quality tools (such as the ones designed by the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) in the United Kingdom) to the local context to organize services (Fervers et al., 2006). Research also reveals that continuous education or training does not always lead to outstanding results; in fact, training is often reported as being ineffective (Mykletun et al., 2010). In their review of training practices, Bower and Gilbody (2005, p. 841) reported the following paradox: “Training that is feasible within current educational structures (such as guidelines and short training courses) is not effective, whereas more intensive training is effective but may not be feasible.” Cross-training is an example of effective learning. It involves the presence of various professionals working in the same field (for example, mental healthcare) in a local territory. It consists as a learning strategy which integrates a set of interrelated techniques (for example, clarification, observation, and personal rotation) patterning to a specific topic, enabling the emergence of inter-positional knowledge of partners and community of practice (Perreault et al., 2009).

Overall, clinical standardized screening or guidelines and training are effective when used as part of a comprehensive care package and management program that is continually updated.

Computerized management systems, especially electronic medical records, are also central to healthcare system reform, but have been found to be effective only if they include a broad range of features and are integrated within a coherent knowledge-management structure. Features may include: access to test results; drugs registration; patient history and clinical profile; and formal referral procedure. List of patients may also be produced for more effective management (for example, by illness, prescribed medication, specific risk profiles), for preventive measure or screening, or for follow-up or subsequent treatment. Guidelines designed to foster knowledge transfer or support clinical decision-making may also be integrated (Dorr et al., 2007; Commissaire à la Santé et au Bien-être, 2010). Computerized management systems have been reported to improve access to test results, referrals, and claims processing; improve staff time-management leading to greater productivity; reduce the number of return visits to emergency rooms; decrease the incidence of misdirected referrals and, consequently, the number of follow-up visits with specialists (Fontaine et al., 2010). In comparison to countries such as the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and Australia, the implementation of such electronic systems in Canada and the United Stated has been very slow. In both countries, about 20% of physicians have reported using such electronic systems (comprising only some of the features mentioned above) (Commissaire à la Santé et au Bien-être, 2010; Fontaine et al., 2010). Few patients are also able to communicate by e-mail.
directly with their general practitioners (The Commonwealth Fund, 2008 as cited in Commissaire à la Santé et au Bien-être, 2009). There are numerous challenges associated with the deployment of electronic systems, which account for the lagging development, including (to mention only few hindering factors): their complexity combined with a quickly evolving environment in which knowledge is constantly being produced; the fact that the healthcare system is segmented; substantial funding requests and changes to practices; and the potential of disclosing personal and confidential information unwittingly. Finally, while the challenge of implementing electronic medical records is significant, all the strategies and models described above do not stand alone, they must be integrated in a coherent primary care package and organized service structure, which are undergoing sweeping changes in hopes of improving both systems and patient outcomes (Upshur & Weinreb, 2008).

4. Results of the two research projects on Quebec general practitioners

4.1 Socio-demographic profile of general practitioners participating in the two studies

Of the 1,415 targeted general practitioners, 353 were excluded since they had retired or moved to another area or could not be reached either by phone or e-mail. Subsequently, 37 questionnaires were excluded as they were not duly completed. The final sample comprised 398 subjects for a response rate of 41%. The sample was compared to non-responding general practitioners for gender distribution, which yielded a non-significant result ($\chi^2=3.44$; df=1; P=0.0637). Comparisons were also made between the study sample and Quebec’s general practitioner population as a whole, regarding gender, age, clinical practice settings, territory of practice, income level from fees for services, and volume of patients with mental disorder. No significant difference was found in any of these comparisons. When data were available, comparisons were made between the general practitioner population in Quebec and Canada. Significant differences were found between the study sample (n=398) and Canadian general practitioners only regarding gender (51.3% female in the sample vs 36.7% for Canadian general practitioners; Chi-square: 3.98; P value: 0.046) and income from fees for services (65% vs 51%, Chi-square: 4.02; P value: 0.045) (Pong, 2005; College of Family Physicians of Canada, 2007). In addition, the two samples, namely, 398 general practitioners in the initial study (quantitative investigation) and 60 general practitioners in the subsequent study (qualitative investigation), were compared for key parameters: age, sex, and fee-for-service income. No significant differences were found. However, the sample that included 60 general practitioners earned a great deal less income from service fees than Quebec’s general practitioner population as a whole.

4.2 General practitioner management of patients with mental disorders (clinical and collaborative practices)

According to the Quebec public register for all general practitioner medical acts (known as the RAMQ database), 15% of the Quebec population aged over 18 consulted a general practitioner for a mental disorder. The survey of 398 general practitioners (20% of Quebec’s general practitioner population) also revealed the high incidence of mental disorder-related consultations in general practitioners’ surgeries. About one quarter of all medical visits were associated with mental healthcare – either reported as a medical act or diagnosis in both the RAMQ database and the survey. Most visits related to a mental disorder were associated specifically with depression or anxiety. Individuals with mental disorder were found to consult general practitioners twice as often (12 visits annually) as individuals without
mental disorder (6 visits annually). In the survey, the continuity of care provided by general practitioners was investigated (number of visits per year to a “family physician” for treatment of a mental disorder). Common mental disorder cases were seen on average nine times per year, and serious mental disorder six times.

General practitioners generally used their clinical intuition, experience, and the DSM-IV to detect and diagnose mental disorder. Standardized scales or questionnaires were used infrequently (reserved essentially for specific or complex cases). Occasionally, these instruments were used to persuade patients who did not recognize their disorder and shepherd them into the care process. Few general practitioners considered using these tools to monitor mental healthcare outcomes. Almost all general practitioners reported managing patients with common mental disorder on a continual basis and felt confident in adequately treating these cases. The situation was reversed for serious mental disorder; very few general practitioners mentioned treating them on a regular basis; generally, they did not feel confident enough to take them on. In general, basic treatment for mental disorder offered by general practitioners was medication and support therapy – very few used best-practice treatment guidelines. General practitioners who managed more patients with serious disorders shared the following profile: they had more training in mental health; they had practiced in psychiatric settings; they were practicing in community care centers (where multidisciplinary teams were available onsite, and general practitioners were paid on a salary basis); they practiced more in rural and semi-urban territories (where psychiatrists were less numerous). General practitioners also estimated that they managed, on a regular basis, 71% of the patients with common mental disorder who consulted them, as compared with 34% of individuals with serious mental disorder.

General practitioners were also found to practice mostly in solo (on an individual basis little collaboration from other medical or psychosocial professionals). They reported that they benefitted from few formal collaboration practices (for example, shared care) in the management of patients with mental disorder. Moreover, they believed the quality of the mental healthcare system to be quite poor; consequently, they supported reforms designed to enhance primary integrated care. Referral was the strategy they used most often in response to the diverse needs of patients with mental disorder. In their estimation, general practitioners referred 17% of their patients with common mental disorder to mental healthcare resources (including 31% of patients to psychologists in private practice; 20% to psychosocial professionals in community care centers; 13% to psychiatrists). They also referred 71% of patients with serious mental disorder (mainly to psychiatric facilities and emergency rooms). More than 50% of the general practitioners also reported that they had no contact (face-to-face or telephone interaction) with any one of the following mental healthcare resources: psychiatrists, community care centers, psychologists in private practice, the voluntary sector, or detox centers.

4.3 Enabling and hindering factors in the management of patients with mental disorder

Enabling factors in general practitioners’ management of patients with mental disorder were as follows: (1) considerable interest in the management of mental disorder; (2) personal skills such as listening and empathy; (3) working in an interdisciplinary practice setting, especially community care centers (where general practitioners also are paid by salary or hourly fee); (4) high volume of patients with mental disorder with no complex or recursive profiles (allowing physicians to consolidate knowledge); (5) training in the treatment of
mental disorder (academic settings and continuing education); (6) limited access to psychiatric care (which compels general practitioners to manage patients with mental disorder); and (7) patient rostering (encouraging continuity of care by general practitioners). Interprofessional collaboration with general practitioners was strengthened when: (1) general practitioners worked mainly in community care centers; (2) they had practiced or were currently practicing in psychiatric care facilities; (3) they have developed strong informal networks (that is, personal relationships with mental healthcare resources), thereby bypassing long waiting time and gaining prompt access to the formal mental healthcare network; (4) they were practicing in healthcare networks where shared care (or collaborative care) was developed, including evaluation liaison modules (the latter is a referral process to specialized mental disorder services that general practitioners can use, usually deployed through university-affiliated psychiatric facilities in Quebec).

Several hindering factors associated with general practitioners’ management of mental disorder were found: (1) significant lack of mental healthcare resources in the Quebec healthcare system; (2) long waiting time for access to mental healthcare, especially psychiatric care (60 days’ wait on average in Quebec) and psychotherapy at community care centers (where it is free of charge, covered by the public healthcare system); (3) insufficient knowledge of waiting time for access to services, which impedes care management; (4) limited psychotherapy sessions (either in community care centers (public system) or in the private system through insurance coverage); (5) great difficulty communicating with mental healthcare resources; (6) low availability of general practitioners given the shortage of family physicians in Quebec as healthcare demand increases; (7) inappropriate remuneration or incentives offered to general practitioners for the management of mental disorder (especially troublesome in this regard are fees for services, which fail to compensate for longer and frequent patient visits and also fail to take into account the importance of collaboration with mental healthcare resources which are not remunerated); (8) bureaucracy and inefficiency of referral and collaboration procedures; (9) instability of healthcare resources, especially the high turnover of professionals as Quebec undergoes healthcare reforms; (10) training that does not favor interprofessional collaboration; and (11) complexity of patient profiles and management of mental disorder (for example, the need to treat concomitant illnesses along with mental disorder; general practitioners’ emotional involvement or investment in the care of patients with mental disorder; frequency of follow-ups with insurance companies when patients take sick leave). Even though psychiatric access has been facilitated in some Quebec healthcare networks, general practitioners still deplore the absence of: stepped care when patients need it; continuous support from psychiatrists, especially when recommendations provided by psychiatrists to general practitioners do not lead to expected results or when patients’ health does not warrant their transfer back to their general practitioner; psychiatric care in the evening and on weekends; and access to psychiatrists for semi-urgent cases (urgent cases were rapidly seen at emergency rooms).

4.4 General practitioner strategies and recommendations to improve the management of mental disorders

To bypass the negative impacts of mental disorder management on their practice, general practitioners have suggested the following strategies: optimizing their informal collaborative networks; plan longer and more numerous consultations (“one problem per
consultation solution”), particularly at the beginning and the end of the day; reserve time slots for potential patient crises (or emergency situations), walk-in clinics being ideal for these situations; and provide self-referral to other, more appropriate practice settings for the treatment of mental disorder (as a result, general practitioners would see patients in varied settings, including community care centers, in accordance with the current trend of general practitioners working in several settings). Effective incentives for the management of mental disorder and maintenance of collaboration were also highlighted as desirable developments. General practitioners were all in favor of increasing access to psychiatrists and psychotherapy. The latter, especially cognitive behavioral therapists, associated with medication, stood out as a best-practice option in the management of common mental disorder. More intensive contact between general practitioners and psychosocial professionals, especially psychologists, was promoted in the form of brief reports or telephone follow-ups designed to clarify treatment objectives, propose approaches, and forecast the length of therapy. Shared care led by psychiatrists was also identified as a key strategy to strengthen the treatment of more complex cases of common mental disorder (for example, when medication or treatment does not work, recurrent cases, and crisis situations) or serious mental disorder. One monthly visit to the general practitioner and weekly telephone support from psychiatrists when needed were recommended. Training sessions every three months, involving case studies with various mental healthcare professionals (for example, psychologists and social workers), under the leadership of psychiatrists in local service networks was also highly recommended, as these were considered to foster knowledge on mental disorder and favor networking or the creation and maintenance of a community of practice among professionals.

General practitioners have also recommended the integration of nurses with sufficient experience in the treatment of mental disorder into their work settings. Nurses’ role would be to prioritize patients to be seen, collect relevant information on patient profiles (for example, social support, life habits, medical record), offer psycho-education services (involving links with the family when appropriate), strengthen drug adherence, and provide case management for more complex mental disorder cases. Collaboration with social workers (rather than nurses) was preferred for the treatment of patients with serious mental disorder given these patients’ need for rehabilitation and life-skill learning. According to general practitioners, the voluntary sector and detox centers should be further integrated into the primary care system; accordingly, mental healthcare teams in community care centers would coordinate patient care with these partners. The inclusion of diverse mental healthcare professionals in general practitioner settings was recommended as an initial reform in family medicine groups and network clinics, where rostering of patients exists and nurses are already on the payroll. The integration of mental healthcare professionals in general practitioner offices was perceived as a key issue for improving the management of mental disorder. This strategy would enhance the efficiency of the mental healthcare system, screening of patients, and prevention of mental disorder. It would lead to more appropriate responses to patient needs on an ongoing basis, thereby reducing hospitalization and emergency-room visits and favoring patient recovery. Finally, the integration of mental healthcare professionals was seen to be an appropriate solution to relieve the pressure on general practitioners with respect to patient follow-up and help to attenuate the shortage of family physicians (calling on mental healthcare professionals for cases of mental disorder would free up general practitioners and allow them to see an increasing number of new patients).
5. Discussion

As mentioned above, general practitioners are consulted more frequently for mental disorder problems than other healthcare professionals (Heymans, 2005; Walters et al., 2008). According to the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS, Statistics Canada, 2002; Lesage et al., 2006), 5% of the Quebec population aged over 18 consulted a general practitioner for a mental disorder problem (which is almost the same percentage in the United States; Vasiliadis et al., 2007). In the Quebec public register (RAMQ database), we found that figure to 15%. The gap between the population survey (5%) and the database (15%) may be explained by an underestimation in the population survey of the number of patient visits to general practitioners for mental disorder problems and the high volume of patient visits to general practitioners for concurrent physical problems or conditions (for example, chronic problems or substance abuse) as reflected in the database. In addition, the figure of 15% includes mental disorder diagnoses and clinical acts; the latter showing an upward trend in recent years. This trend is interesting and parallels the increase in drug prescriptions in the recent years. There has been an upsurge in prescriptions in Quebec even in cases where there was no specific diagnosis of mental disorder (Conseil du médicament, 2011). In the United States, the annual incidence of antidepressant treatment increased from 2.2% in 1990-1992 to 10.1% in 2001-2003 (Mojtabai, 2008); in New Zealand, from 7.4% in 2004-2005 to 9.4% in 2006-2007 (Exeter et al., 2009); in Italy, from 5.1% in 2003 to 6.0% in 2004 (Trifiro et al., 2007); and in Quebec, from 8.1% in 1999 to 14.9% in 2009 (Conseil du médicament, 2011). Generally, it should be noted that there is no gold standard in the measurement of mental healthcare service use (surveys, database or administrative records are all used to gauge service utilization). Individuals with a mental illness may systematically under- or over-report their service use (Rhodes & Fung, 2004); therefore, comparing results from different tools or strategies is of interest and value.

There are mixed findings with regard to general practitioners’ preparation and confidence in taking on patients with common mental disorder (Bathgate et al., 2001; Krupinski & Tiller, 2001). Similarly to our research, recent studies (Rockman et al., 2004; Wright et al., 2005; see also Fleury et al., 2009) show that general practitioners are comfortable treating most cases of common mental disorder, but experience difficulty treating personality disorders, eating disorders, substance-abuse disorders, and young patient with mental disorder. For substance abuse co-morbidity and some cases of refractory and recursive common mental disorder, general practitioners also expressed a need for psychiatric expertise for evaluation and diagnosis, medication follow-up, and specialized intervention: generally, these are the three reasons that are reported in the literature for referral to psychiatric services (Rockman et al., 2004). Some studies have cast doubt on the ability of general practitioners to diagnose and treat more complex forms of mental disorder, particularly major depression with suicidal tendency, schizophrenia, and bipolar disorder (Wright et al., 2005). In our research, few general practitioners managed patients with serious mental disorder on a consistent basis. A parallel random cohort study of 140 patients with serious mental disorder released from hospital 12 months before the survey and living in five of Quebec’s administrative health regions (Fleury et al., 2010b) showed that 93% of patients were followed by a psychiatrist, 84% by a case manager, and only 50% by a general practitioner. There are many reasons explaining why only a minority of general practitioners manage patients with severe mental disorder. Such patients are deemed to be more difficult to treat and require more care, time, and frequent visits (Balanchandra et al., 2005; Kisely et al., 2006). Often,
they have concurrent diagnoses (for example, substance abuse) and interrelated physical or social problems (Iacovides et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2008). General practitioners either consider these disorders too specialized for routine primary care, deeming their skills and experience inadequate for effective diagnosis and treatment, or they position themselves as complementary to specialized care, treating what are essentially physical problems (Lester et al., 2005; Lockhart, 2006). None of these findings suggest that general practitioners should be removed from the treatment equation for these patients. Patients with serious mental disorder are in great need of adequate physical care and mental health follow-up as they face higher risks of interrelated morbidity. Moreover, as psychiatric teams are generally located in urban settings, general practitioners are often the sole available source of care. This is the case in Quebec where almost half of the psychiatrists practice in the Montreal metropolitan area, and where in more remote regions, specialized care is scarce (Lafleur, 2003). Best practices for serious mental disorder management usually include more comprehensive care packages delivered by multidisciplinary teams on a longitudinal basis (Slade et al., 2005; Lester et al., 2005). As a result, the care pathway for patients with serious mental disorders involves greater collaborative care (especially links between primary and specialized care), since it entails more frequent referrals.

However, general practitioners working in Quebec community care centers (paid by salary) perceived themselves as able to treat patients with more complex mental disorder. Previous studies (Geneau et al., 2007, 2008) have highlighted the key role played by community care centers (or multidisciplinary settings) in the treatment of complex cases involving both physical and mental illness, which are generally associated with dimmer prognoses. Family medicine groups and network clinics, promoting physician group practice and involving nurses, can also play a key role in the treatment of more complex mental healthcare cases. However, our study, similarly to others (Ministère de la Santé et des services sociaux du Québec, 2009a; 2009b), did not find evidence of this. Nurses with training in the treatment of mental disorder should be recruited, and targeted outcomes in mental health should be introduced.

Our findings show that general practitioners refer patients with mental disorder according to diagnosis, that is, common mental disorder or severe mental disorder, the former being less frequently referred. In fact, most patients with common mental disorder are treated by general practitioners, without significant referral to other mental healthcare providers. In the international literature (Valenstein et al., 1999; Younes et al., 2005; Grembowski et al., 2002), referral rates between general practitioners and mental healthcare resources range from 4 and 23% of patients with mental disorder. More considerable variations are reported for contacts, with 9 to 65% of general practitioners estimated to have some contact with mental healthcare providers (Craven & Bland, 2006). Compared to contact (for example, shared-care initiatives, face-to-face or telephone follow-up), referral is difficult to interpret when gauging the effectiveness of clinical practice since it does not provide information regarding failures to refer and does not distinguish between useful and unnecessary referral. Patients may be harmed if referral occurs too late, and delays may make major treatment necessary in later stages. A large number of referrals also may be interpreted as patient transfers (Coulter, 1998). In the referral process, concurrent treatment may be parallel rather than collaborative. Patients may fail to follow through with referral, without their general practitioners’ knowledge (Valenstein et al., 1999). In the Canadian Community Health Survey for instance, close to 50% of the population who saw a general practitioner for mental a disorder also concurrently used the services of another healthcare professional.
(Lesage et al., 2006) – this proportion is much higher than the figures reported by general practitioners (even if the number of patient from referral and contact are included). In a study conducted in a Montreal catchment area where 2,443 individuals were surveyed, 406 (17%) experienced at least one mental disorder episode in the 12 months before their participation in the study. Among this subset, 212 (52%) reported at least one episode of healthcare service use. Most participants consulted general practitioners (63%), psychiatrists (58%) and psychologists (32%), and 20% consulted with at least four types of professionals (Fleury et al., in revision). In light of general practitioners’ reports with respect to patient referral, these two studies raise serious questions regarding general practitioners’ knowledge of the “parallel care” their patients seek.

For Rothman and Wagner (2003), non-physicians play a significant role in most successful treatments of chronic illness. Our research found that general practitioners mainly referred patients with common mental disorder to psychologists in private practice, followed by psychosocial resources in community care centers, and, finally, psychiatrists. The major role played by psychologists (or other well-trained psychosocial professionals) in treating patients with common mental disorder has been abundantly reported (Parslow & Jorm, 2000; Grenier et al., 2008). General practitioners in our research recommended joint psychotherapy and medication for most of their patients with mental disorder, suggesting that they recognized the limited effectiveness of a pharmacology-only approach. Some patients also prefer psychotherapy instead of medication (van Rijswijk et al., 2009). Moreover, as already said, compliance to medication being generally poor in those patients (Conseil du Médicament, 2011; Seekles et al., 2009), there is a great need to reinforce psycho-educational or patient-centered approaches. Psychiatrists, also viewed as key partners, were essential to the management of more difficult cases of mental disorder and knowledge transfer. Similarly to other studies (van Rijswijk et al., 2009), general practitioners recommended a key role for nurses, but with some reservation. The serious shortage of nurses in the Quebec healthcare system (as in several other countries, WHO, 2006) would undoubtedly hamper efforts to foster their participation in mental healthcare. Contrary to other Canadian provinces and some other countries, mental healthcare nursing is not a recognized specialty in Quebec (Canadian Institute for Health Information, 2008, 2010). Moreover, the number of hours dedicated to mental healthcare training in nursing school is low (and has steadily been decreasing in recent years) (Ordre des infirmières et infirmiers du Québec, 2009). As a result, nurses in the province may not always be appropriately equipped to play an extensive role in primary mental healthcare.

In our research, as in the literature, different factors were found that may account for general practitioners’ decision to treat patients with mental disorder: (1) environment (international trends, mental healthcare policies); (2) macro-organizational features and reforms (collaborative care, access to resources); (3) practice settings (remuneration by salary, internal professional collaboration, volume of patients with mental disorder); (4) general practitioners’ individual characteristics (training and background in mental healthcare, informal networks, interests and confidence in treating mental disorder); and (5) patient management profiles (attitudes, illness severity, prognoses).

In efforts to improve primary care in Quebec, particularly regarding mental disorder, the following initiatives have been deployed: family medicine groups; network clinics; and shared care, including the consolidation of mental health psychosocial teams and introduction of single access points in community care centers within each local network. Single access points serve as a standardized and coordinated referral procedure to
psychosocial services (patient self-referral or general practitioner referral) in all local networks, at community care centers (where psychosocial services are covered by the public system) or to psychiatric services in hospital settings, when patients require specialized care. Our results showed that the Quebec reform has not yet significantly improved the mental healthcare system, as quality of care was regarded to be quite poor and care collaboration as being severely underdeveloped. This state of affairs is due in part to the modest progress made in implementing current reforms (for example, very little development of shared care, understaffed psychosocial teams at community care centers, and inadequate operation of single access points). Findings of poor mental healthcare quality unfortunately are not specific to Quebec; numerous studies (Pawlenko, 2005; Nolan & Badger, 2002) have found similar results in other countries; however, recent efforts in some countries, for example, the United Kingdom and Australia to bring about improvements in this regard have been noted (Hickie & Groom, 2002; Lester et al., 2004). Repeated mention of insufficient collaboration among providers, particularly psychiatrists and general practitioners, can be found in the literature (Bambling et al., 2007; Cunningham, 2009). Upshur and Weinreb (2008) have indicated that partial implementation of shared-care initiatives does not usually produce substantive outcomes. Key elements for development of effective shared care, as per the literature (Kringos et al., 2010; Upshur & Weinreb, 2008), include: the development of electronic medical records; physician leadership; incentives for inter-professional collaboration and management of complex patient profiles; team vision; recognition of diversified expertise requirements; absence of hierarchical structures among professionals; adequate space and locations; effective management and clinical skills; strong commitment to innovation and patient empowerment; and established clinical relationships. To improve the quality of mental healthcare services, other recurring issues to pay attention to are: long waiting times for psychiatric care or psychotherapy at no charge; limited primary-care team practice; general practitioners’ limited training or experience with effective team practice (Rothman & Wagner, 2003); inappropriate modes of remuneration; and lack of financial incentives for general practitioners to manage patients with mental disorder (Collins, 2006; Morden et al., 2009). General practitioners’ busy schedules and the competing demands of other patients are other contributing factors (Starfield, 1998; Craven & Bland, 2006). The historical separation between psychiatry and primary care (Crews et al., 1998) may also explain general practitioners’ reluctance to take on patients with mental disorder, especially among those who may consider hospital psychiatric teams to be more appropriate. In addition, the length of visits, essentially designed for general practitioners to prescribe medication and provide quick support therapy, was found to be too brief to permit optimal management of mental disorder. Consequently, in the light of the foregoing, implementing strategies to enhance general practitioners’ management of mental disorder represents a considerable challenge.

6. Conclusion

On the whole, our research studies found that general practitioners welcomed opportunities to manage patients with common mental disorder; however, they also faced a number of obstacles, including: healthcare system fragmentation; lack of communication, resources, and clinical tools; the prevalence of solo practice; and unsuitable modes of payment. In Quebec, as in most other jurisdictions, reforms are under way, but best practices such as patient self-management, stepped-care therapy, and shared care are as yet underdeveloped.
General practitioners worked mainly in solo practice and relied on their clinical intuition with little clinical or collaborative support. Psychosocial resources, such as cognitive behavioral therapy, are not sufficiently widespread, which too often compelled general practitioners to turn to pharmacological solutions as the only affordable option for patients. In light of current reforms and best-practice recommendations, our research advocates, as a stepped-care approach to system change, increased access to psychologists and psychiatrists as in other countries (for example, the United Kingdom and Australia) in efforts to implement further biopsychosocial modes of treatment and strengthen collaborative care. Development of a network of general practitioners in multidisciplinary settings with more specialized knowledge of mental disorder would prove beneficial in the treatment of more complex cases. Specialized resources for the treatment of substance abuse (given the incidence of concomitant disorders) and greater participation by the voluntary sector also represent desirable developments. In addition, rostering of patients and salary-based or hourly-fee compensation should be promoted. Continuing education and case discussion in local networks with psychiatrists and multidisciplinary resources are also recommended as they favor skill and network development, respectively. Government policy, implementation incentives, and support mechanisms must drive reforms, enabling general practitioners to play a significant role in the management of mental disorders and bolstering integrated biopsychosocial approaches. Finally, a culture of collaboration has to be encouraged as comprehensive services and continuity of care are key recovery factors of patients with mental disorder. Collaborative care, an extended role for psychosocial resources, and more efficient mental primary care organization should lead to expanded caseloads for general practitioners and better access to services for patients with mental disorder.
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In the book "Mental Illnesses - Evaluation, Treatments and Implications" attention is focused on background factors underlying mental illness. It is crucial that mental illness be evaluated thoroughly if we want to understand its nature, predict its long-term outcome, and treat it with specific rather than generic treatment, such as pharmacotherapy for instance. Additionally, community-wide and cognitive-behavioral approaches need to be combined to decrease the severity of symptoms of mental illness. Unfortunately, those who should profit the most by combination of treatments, often times refuse treatment or show poor adherence to treatment maintenance. Most importantly, what are the implications of the above for the mental health community? Mental illness cannot be treated with one single form of treatment. Combined individual, community, and socially-oriented treatments, including recent distance-writing technologies will hopefully allow a more integrated approach to decrease mental illness world-wide.
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